DECEMBER 13, 2021 TO DECEMBER 17, 2021 REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

LAPLACE

Grant Street, 1600, sale by FlipLife, Inc. to Andres A. Tejada, $163,000.00.

Magnolia Avenue, 217, sale by Robert V. Tamplain, Sr. to Jashua P. Davis, $50,000.00.

Revere Drive, 609, sale by Edward Leonard and Donna Leonard to Darrell Glenn Porter, $23,750.00.

Revere Drive 609, Donation by Darrell Glenn Porter to Maria Edith Soto, Undisclosed Amount.

Cortez Street, 405, sale by Noriko Cyril Gustave to Corey Alexander, wife of/ and Earl Johnson, $220,000.00.

B. Sugar Pine Street, 401, sale by Neil J. Bernard and Angela Bernard to Sugar Pine Residences, LLC, $55,000.00.

Revere Drive, 627, sale by Curtis Bergeron to Nelson Torres Urquia, $30,000.00.

Belle Terre Boulevard, 642, sale by NLA Laplace CK, LLC to Lovango, LLC, $5,550,000.00.

Oak Moss Dive, 141, Donation by Dechad Rafael Ward to Falon Buckner Ward, Undisclosed Amount.

Revere Drive, 615, sale by Curtis R. Bergeron to Property Request, LLC, $36,000.00.

Revere Drive, 615, sale by Property Request, LLC to TJF Saberre Development IV, LLC, $41,000.00.

LaSalle Drive, 700, sale by Brandy Doming Pray and Charles Wayne Pray to Sernity Home Solutions, LLC, $79,000.00.
Sandpiper Drive, 32, sale by Marie Gauthier Arcement, wife of/ and Jeb M. Arcement to Irma Ramos, wife of/ and Rony Fuentes, $127,500.00.

Virginian Colony Avenue, 2417, sale by Jonathan J. Perry, Sr. to Sandra Bryant Gray, $60,000.00.

Bedford Street, 113, sale by Grayson Michael Giardina and Deborah Diane Jones Giardina to Jones Investment Properties, LLC, $90,000.00.

Sandpiper Drive, 19, sale by Earl E. Owens and Kathy Besson Owens to Fadi A. Zayed, $165,000.00.

Main Street, 2513, sale by James B. Oubre, Jr. to Frank John Puglia and Shae Tomeny Puglia, $450,000.00.

Lot No. 9, Highland Estates Subdivision, sale by Dwight P. Roussel and Debra Simoneaux Roussel to Jimmy Lou Guidry Hebert, $45,000.00.

Moss Drive, 45, sale by Ralt Investments, LLC to 6112 Warwick CT, LLC, $86,000.00.

RESERVE

Terrance Street, 135, sale by Petit Mason Properties, LLC to Billy J. Keller and Terri Totorico Keller, $105,000.00.

GARYVILLE

On the left descending bank of the Mississippi River, said lot of ground measures 51 feet in width and front on a 22 foot common road separating Lot 10 from Lot 6 of Hope Plantation, Donation by Lucy Vincent Jackson to Euclide Temple and Cassandra Jackson Boyd, Undisclosed Amount.

EDGARD

East 6th Street, 239, Donation by Neal Songy, Sr. and Jerilyn Songy Sims to Neal Songy, Jr, estimated property value, $55,000.00.
ST. JOHN

On the right bank of the Mississippi River ½ arpent in width and depth, bounded by property of Rudulph Barre, Cecilia Allen and others, Donation by Lucy Vincent Jackson to Euclid Temple, Undisclosed Amount.

On the left descending bank of the Mississippi River, being a part of Lot 10 of Hope Plantation, Donation by Lucy Vincent Jackson to Cassandra Jackson Boyd, Undisclosed Amount.